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Berlin street map includes a booklet and folded map in one single product. The booklet contains a

complete street plan and index showing main through-routes, one-way streets, car parks, public

buildings and post offices. Its wide geographic coverage covers all Berlin. Legend with symbols and

abbreviations in 6 languages. Separate index. Useful telephone numbers. Scale 1:8,000 8 in = 1 mi.
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This isn't a little put-in-your-pocket map for the casual visitor. What it is, is a big fold-out map of the

ENTIRE CITY, some 30+ miles across, including the interesting outlaying districts (e.g., Spandau,

Wannsee, Pankow, Koepenick). Needless to say, you would really want to consult it at home or in a

hotel room--moreover, since to cover this vast area the map is printed on both sides of fairly thin

paper, you have to be much more careful in handling it than with a small laminated map.But then it

provides a vast amount of up-to-date detail on streets, S-bahn & U-bahn lines (clearly depicted),

lakes, rivers, canals, sights of interest everywhere--and it comes with an extensive street index,

along with an explanation of the map symbols in English, German, Italian, etc. Overall it's a very

good buy for the more knowledgeable visitor--who can find even more detailed info online at

google.de/maps or berlin.de.

This map of Berlin is truly excellent! It is printed on heavy paper all color coded and folded nicely in

a folder provided by Michelin. The map is permanently attached to the folder. The different sections

of Berlin and immediate suburban areas are all laid out in clear German. The map has been fully



updated and street names, which changed frequently in Berlin, seem to be all extremely up to

date.In addition, Michelin has all the streets and major sites or areas or public squares or

monuments marked clearly on their map. All streets and points of interest are listed in the highly

detailed cross referencing and indexing information that Michelin provides with this map. The map

also contains clear and distinct elucidation of Berlin's extensive and excellent Metro system which is

used by everyone in the City. This map is highly recommended and extremely well charted. It is truly

excellence in cartography. The map is every bit up to Michelin's most exacting standards. A visitor

could not go wrong with this map in Berlin.

Visiting and navigating Berlin can be difficult unless one is using organized professional tours.

However, if one if willing exploring this vibrant city can be great fun and quite enjoyable as you will

find and see things others would not, especially the many neighborhood cafes and restaurants that

offer excellent traditional German and ethic foods. This map is almost too detailed, but, enables you

to find your way around and locates the many specific sites that you would want to see.

I wanted a very detailed map of Berlin rather than the standard tourist map that covers only the

center of the city and the most prominent streets. This is big and unwieldy, but for my

purposes--reading about Berlin history--it's ideal.

Easy to use. Laminated

What one expects.

The map was not as high a resolution as I thought it would be.

This is a good map and we will use it soon and it is big enough to see all the sights.
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